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Abstract 

Background: To improve health outcomes to their maximum level, defining indices to measure healthcare quality 
and accessibility is crucial. In this study, we implemented the novel Quality of Care Index (QCI) to estimate the quality 
and accessibility of care for patients with gallbladder and biliary tract cancer (GBBTC) in 195 countries, 21 Global Bur‑
den of Disease (GBD) regions, Socio‑demographic Index (SDI) quintiles, and sex groups.

Method: This cross‑sectional study extracted estimates on GBBTC burden from the GBD 2017, which presents 
population‑based estimates on GBBTC burden for higher than 15‑year‑old patients from 1990 to 2017. Four secondary 
indices indicating quality of care were chosen, comprising Mortality to incidence, Disability‑Adjusted Life Year (DALY) 
to prevalence, prevalence to incidence, and years of life lost (YLL) to years lived with disability (YLD) ratios. Then, the 
whole dataset was analyzed using Principal Component Analysis to combine the four indices and create a single 
all‑inclusive measure named QCI. The QCI was scaled to the 0–100 range, with 100 indicating the best quality of care 
among countries. Gender Disparity Ratio (GDR) was defined as the female to male QCI ratio to show gender inequity 
throughout the regions and countries.

Results: Global QCI score for GBBTC was 33.5 in 2017, which has increased by 29% since 1990. There was a consider‑
able gender disparity in favor of men (GDR = 0.74) in 2017, showing QCI has moved toward gender inequity since 
1990 (GDR = 0.85). Quality of care followed a heterogeneous pattern among regions and countries and was positively 
correlated with the countries’ developmental status reflected in SDI (r = 0.7; CI 95%: 0.61–0.76; P value< 0.001). Accord‑
ingly, High‑income North America (QCI = 72.4) had the highest QCI; whereas, Eastern Sub‑Saharan Africa (QCI = 3) 
had the lowest QCI among regions. Patients aged 45 to 80 had lower QCI scores than younger and older adults. 
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Introduction
In order to improve health care delivery, it is essential 
to put deliberate emphasis on the quality of care, which 
means delivering timely, equitable, integrated, and effi-
cient care that is effective, safe, and people-centered [1]. 
Fortunately, the urgency of improving care quality is 
beginning to be recognized by providers, health care sys-
tems, governments, and payers [2]. However, to achieve 
better quality, defining consistent metrics and indices for 
assessing healthcare quality and accessibility is a crucial 
yet challenging cornerstone that helps policymakers to 
evaluate health care systems’ progresses and shortcom-
ings [2, 3].

World Health Organization defines the quality of care 
as “the degree to which health services for individuals 
and populations increase the likelihood of desired health 
outcomes” [1]. To conclude, an objective measurement 
of health outcomes can indicate the quality of care in 
each healthcare system. Before, few indices have been 
developed for assessing the quality and accessibility of 
care, such as the universal health coverage tracer index 
of 11 interventions [4], coverage index of three primary 
healthcare interventions [5], and the Healthcare Access 
and Quality Index (HAQI) [3, 6]. Another example is the 
attempt of WHO in the World Health Report 2000 to 
rank the health systems’ performance on “level of health,” 
represented by disability-adjusted life expectancy (DALE) 
and an “index of overall health system performance,” cal-
culated as a weighted average of scores on five distinct 
dimensions [7]. All these studies use coverage of some 
interventions, deaths from some amenable causes of death 
or health performances and outcomes as proxies for the 
quality and accessibility of care of the whole health sys-
tem. However, none of these indices carry out a disease-
specific approach to assess the quality and accessibility of 
care. Therefore, alternative indices should be developed to 
determine the quality of care of patients with each kind of 
disease. In this regard, the group has developed the novel 
quality of care index (QCI) by combining four indices 
reflecting patients’ good health outcomes and applied the 
index to investigate the quality of care in various types of 
malignancies and ischemic heart disease [8–12].

For several reasons, Gallbladder and biliary tract 
cancer (GBBTC) patients are another group that the 
quality and accessibility of care they receive need to be 
assessed thoroughly and worldwide. As the first rea-
son, although GBBTC is a rare cancer with an average 
incidence rate of 2.8 per 100,000 people in 2017 [13], 
it possesses a unique geographical and epidemiologi-
cal distribution [14, 15]. Central and Northern Europe, 
India, Japan, and Chile have a much higher incidence 
of this cancer than the global average [16]. Besides, the 
incidence is higher in females and some ethnic groups 
[17]. As the second reason, this cancer has a poor prog-
nosis and low 5-year survival rate and overall survival 
(e.g., a 5-year survival rate of 5% and overall survival 
of 6 months for gallbladder cancer) [17, 18]. Such poor 
prognosis is due to its asymptomatic nature in the 
early stages, making it difficult for healthcare systems 
to diagnose it in the early stages when the prognosis is 
much better [18, 19]. Third, the only potentially cura-
tive treatment in patients with the early-stage disease 
is complete surgical resection. However, only less than 
25% worldwide have access to safe, timely, and high-
quality cancer surgery [19, 20]. Finally, the largest bur-
den of GBBTC is in the “less-developed” regions of the 
world, where early diagnosis and curative treatment are 
much harder to be achieved [18]. All these reasons the-
oretically could cause global inequities in the quality of 
care for GBBTC patients.

Considering the poor prognosis, surgical needs 
of patients, the unique geographical, sex, and eth-
nic distribution of GBBTC, and its high incidence in 
less-developed regions of the world, there should be 
a vast heterogeneity in the quality of care for the dis-
ease. This study has used the QCI to compare different 
healthcare systems by their care quality and accessi-
bility for GBBTC patients and show global inequities 
in this regard. Here, comprehensive and comparative 
estimates of GBBTC burden provided by the Global 
Burden of Disease (GBD) study were represented and 
employed to calculate QCI in 195 countries, 21 GBD 
regions, and Socio-demographic Index (SDI) quintiles 
from 1990 to 2017.

The highest QCI score was for the older than 95 age group (QCI = 54), and the lowest was for the 50–54 age group 
(QCI = 26.0).

Conclusions: QCI improved considerably from 1990 to 2017; however, it showed heterogeneous distribution and 
inequity between sex and age groups. In each regional context, plans from countries with the highest QCI and best 
gender equity should be disseminated and implemented in order to decrease the overall burden of GBBTC.

Keywords: Global burden of disease, Quality of Care index, Gallbladder cancer, Biliary tract cancer, Principal 
component analysis, Health status indicators, Quality of healthcare
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Materials & methods
Calculating quality of Care index (QCI)
To create a proxy for the quality and accessibility of 
care, we have implemented six primary indices, includ-
ing incidence, prevalence, mortality, years of life lost 
(YLL), years lived with disability (YLD), and disabil-
ity-adjusted life years (DALYs) to form four secondary 
indices. These four secondary indices that each could 
indicate the quality and accessibility of care comprises:

Then, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was 
performed, to combine four indices to form a single 
all-inclusive index named QCI [21]. PCA is a mathe-
matical approach that reduces large data sets’ dimen-
sionality by transforming plentiful variables into a 
smaller number while retaining most of the informa-
tion in the larger data [22]. Therefore, the QCI could be 
implemented as a single index for assessing the qual-
ity of care that retains most of the information of the 
four mentioned secondary indices. The detailed pro-
tocol of computing QCI for various types of diseases 
can be found elsewhere [23]. The Additional File 1 pre-
sents details of the mathematical calculation of QCI for 
GBBTC (Additional File 1). In this study, all primary 
indices were used as age-standardized measures, and 
all QCI scores (except those that specify an age group) 
are age-standardized QCI scores.

Here, QCI was determined and studied in differ-
ent countries and regions in 1990–2017 across ages, 
sexes, and the last estimates of Socio-demographic 
Index (SDI) quintiles [24, 25]. QCI scores were scaled 
to the 0–100 range, with 100 indicating the best quality 
of care in the samples. Besides, we categorized coun-
tries into five levels based on the QCI quintiles of 1990 
data, where Level 1 indicates countries with the high-
est quality of care. To represent the change in QCI 
in the 1990–2017 period, the percent change in QCI 
score was implemented and calculated by the following 
formula.

Gender and age disparity
Gender Disparity Ratio (GDR) was defined as a sub-
index for QCI as follows:

Mortality to incidence ratio =

#Mortality
#Incidence DALY to prevalence ratio =

#DALY
#Prevalence

Prevalence to incidence ratio =
#Prevalence
#Incidence YLL to YLD ratio =

#YLL
#YLD

QCI percent change =
(2017 QCI − 1990 QCI)

1990 QCI
× 100

The QCI of males and females was pooled and cal-
culated separately. This index could speed up compar-
ing QCI for males and females and could show gender 
equity and inequities throughout the countries studied. 
GDR values closer to one indicate better gender equity; 
whereas, far higher values than one show inequity in 
favor of women, and far lower values than one show 

vice versa.
For assessing age disparity, QCI for each age group 

was calculated separately in global, regional, and SDI 
scales. Since the GBBTC data has been available for 
higher than 15-year-old of age, all data presented 
and analyzed in the study is limited to this age group. 
Besides, the age of patients was classified into five-year 
intervals starting from the 15–19 group ending to the 
+ 95 group.

Data source
The gallbladder and biliary tract cancer data were derived 
from the Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk 
Factors Study 2017 (GBD 2017). This study provides 
comprehensive, comparable estimates of incidence, 
death, prevalence, YLL, YLD, DALY for 354 diseases and 
injuries and 282 causes of death through 195 countries 
and territories, seven super-regions, and 21 regions from 
1990 to 2017. Besides, the latest SDI estimates, provided 
by GBD, were used as a summary measure that identifies 
countries’ development status, expressed on a scale of 0 
to 1 [24]. The codes included in the study comprise the 
GBD code of B.1.8 and the International Statistical Clas-
sification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th 
Revision (ICD-10) code of C23-C24.9, D13.5. The data 
could be accessed on the Institute for Health Metrics and 
Evaluation (IHME) website [26] and is visualized in the 
GBD compare online tool [27]. Additional  File  2 repre-
sents all primary indices used in the study through coun-
tries, regions, and SDI quintiles (Additional File 2).

Statistical analysis
To validate the QCI proxy, we examined the correlation 
between the QCI and the Healthcare Access and Qual-
ity (HAQ) index, which has previously been introduced 

GDR =

QCI for females

QCI for males
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by the Institute of Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) 
as a proxy of care quality and access [3, 6]. This assess-
ment was performed by applying a mixed-effect regres-
sion model of QCI as a dependent variable, mean 
outpatient visits and inpatient admissions per capita [28], 
and GBBTC prevalence as independent variables while 
considering countries as random effects. The Pearson 
correlation coefficient between the HAQ Index and the 
predicted values was 0.59. Previous studies we performed 
on QCI show even a higher correlation, indicating that 
QCI and HAQI are essentially assessing similar compo-
nents when evaluating health quality [8–11].

Primary measures were reported as point estimations 
and the 95% uncertainty intervals (95% UIs). The stand-
ardized rates were calculated using the direct method 
of standardization to the world population. The P < 0.05 
was considered as the level of significance. As mentioned 
above, The QCI of different regions, countries, and age 
and sex groups were calculated. The whole GBD dataset 
was analyzed, and there were no missing data. The cor-
relation between SDI and QCI was examined using Pear-
son’s correlation analysis. All statistical analyses were 
performed using R statistical packages v3.4.3 (http:// 
www.r- proje ct. org, RRID: SCR_001905) [29]. Data visu-
alizations were conducted using Python programming 
language (version 3.6. Available at www. python. org) via 
Altair version 4.1.

Results
Global and National Incidence, mortality and DALY 
of gallbladder and biliary tract Cancer in 1990–2017
Although the global incidence of GBBTC have increased 
by 125% in 1990–2017 (from 199,943 to 210,878 people), 
the global age-standardized incidence rate of GBBTC 
have decreased from 3.1 (95% CI, 3 to 3.5) to 2.7 (95% CI, 
2.4 to 2.9) per 100,000 people (Additional File 2). How-
ever, there was heterogeneity in the 2017 incidence rate 
and its changes in 1990–2017 among countries. The 2017 
age-standardized incidence rate varied from 10.8 per 
100,000 people in Chile to 0.5 per 100,000 people in Iraq. 
Chile, Japan, and South Korea were the three countries 
with a higher than 8 per 100,000 incidence rate. Concern-
ing the rise in age-standardized incidence rate, Arme-
nia, Georgia, and India were the countries that showed 
the highest increase, with 77, 75, and 33% increase, 
respectively.

A 22% decrease was also observed in both age-stand-
ardized mortality rate and age-standardized DALYs per 
100,000 people in 1990–2017 (from 2.8 to 2.2 deaths 
per 100,000 people, and from 55.2 to 43.2 DALYs per 
100,000 people, respectively). Chile, Uruguay, and 
South Korea were the three countries that had the high-
est age-standardized death rate in 2017, with 10.4, 7.7, 

and 5.9 deaths per 100,000 people, respectively. The 
first two mentioned countries, Chile and Uruguay, 
and Argentina, also had the highest age-standardized 
DALYs in 2017. Armenia, Georgia, and India were also 
the countries that showed the highest increase in age-
standardized death rates and age-standardized DALYs 
in 1990–2017. The increase in the age-standardized 
death rate was 81% for Armenia, 76% for Georgia, and 
34% for India. These countries also showed a 71, 80, and 
32% increase in age-standardized DALYs, respectively 
(Additional File 2).

Global, regional and National Pattern in quality of Care 
index (QCI) and Progress on it in 1990–2017
QCI scores for GBBTC were 29.1 for women, 39.3 for 
men, and 33.5 for both sexes in 2017. QCI also fol-
lowed a heterogeneous geographical pattern among 21 
GBD regions, and 195 countries studied. High-income 
North America (QCI = 72.4), High-income Asia Pacific 
(QCI = 56.4), and Western Europe (QCI = 52.2) were the 
three regions with the highest QCI score in 2017. On 
the opposite side of the spectrum, Eastern (QCI = 3.0), 
Central (QCI = 3.1), and Western (QCI = 4.4) Sub-
Saharan Africa regions had the lowest scores. Among 
countries, the USA (QCI = 77.3), Norway (QCI = 65.3), 
Spain (QCI = 64.6), Germany (QCI = 62.1), and Japan 
(QCI = 59.2) had the highest; and Central African 
Republic (QCI = 1.8), Eritrea (QCI = 2.0), Pakistan 
(QCI = 2.0), Somalia (QCI = 2.1), and Madagascar 
(QCI = 2.3) had the lowest QCI scores in 2017 (Addi-
tional Files 3, 4).

The global QCI score for GBBTC patients has 
increased by 29% from 1990 to 2017 (from 25.9 to 33.5). 
This increase also occurred for both sexes, with a 17% 
rise for women and a 34% rise for men (Additional File 5). 
However, such a rise did not happen in all GBD regions. 
The Caribbean, Central Asia, and Southern Sub-Saha-
ran Africa were the three GBD regions with a negligible 
change in QCI score (less than 1% change). Conversely, 
East Asia, Southeast Asia, Southern Latin America, and 
Eastern Europe were the regions with a higher than 100% 
increase in QCI of GBBTC. Among countries, South 
Korea (495% increase), China (380% increase), and Mal-
dives (366% increase) had the highest increases, whereas 
Sweden (68% decrease), Georgia (30% decrease), and 
Zimbabwe (28% decrease) had the highest decrease in 
QCI score for GBBTC.

Most of the 39 countries in the highest quintile of 
the QCI score for GBBTC in 1990 were clustered in 
Western Europe, High-income North America, and 
Australasia regions (Fig.  1a). These countries (Level 1 
countries) had a QCI score of higher than 11.38. From 
1990 to 2017, not only none of these 39 countries 

http://www.r-project.org
http://www.r-project.org
http://www.python.org
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dropped down from this score, but also other 33 coun-
tries passed this threshold score, mostly from South-
east Asia, Eastern Europe, East Asia, North Africa and 
Middle East, and Southern Latin America regions. Of 
the 39 level-5 countries (QCI score < 3.14) in 1990, 
only 19 countries remained at such low scores in 2017; 
however, Kyrgyzstan and Zimbabwe dropped below 
the QCI score of 3.14 (dropped to level 5) from higher 
scores (Fig. 1b).

The relationship between QCI and SDI of countries
QCI values were generally higher in countries with 
higher SDI (Fig. 2), and QCI showed a positive correla-
tion with SDI (r = 0.7; CI 95%: 0.61–0.76; P value< 0.001). 
The QCI score was 55.4 for high, 23.9 for high-middle, 
12.0 for middle, 3.7 for low-middle, and 3.1 for low SDI 
quintiles (Additional File 3). Notably, the spread of QCI 
scores was wider in higher SDI quintiles. The interquar-
tile range (IQR) of QCI scores was 16.17 for the countries 

Fig. 1 Map of Age‑standardized Quality of Care Index for gallbladder and biliary tract cancer by quintiles of 1990 in A) 1990 and B) 2017
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in the high SDI quintile; however, it was 0.89 for the 
countries in the low SDI quintile.

The rise in quality of care between 1990 and 2017 
occurred in most of the countries of all SDI quintiles 
(Fig. 3). This rise was 34% for high, 225% for high-mid-
dle, 159% for middle, 16% for low-middle, and 14% for 
low SDI quintiles. Among the first quintile of countries 
with the highest rises in QCI, only Bolivia, Eritrea, Myan-
mar, and Guatemala were from low and low-middle SDI 
quintiles.

QCI score in different age groups
Global QCI of GBBTC in 2017 was lower in patients 
aged 45 to 80 (Fig. 4, Additional File 6). The highest QCI 
score was for the older than 95 age group (QCI = 54), 
and the lowest was for the 50–54 age group (QCI = 26.0). 
The higher QCI scores in higher SDI quintiles were also 
observed in all age groups. The only exception was the 

low-middle SDI quintile in 70–74 and 75–79 age groups, 
which had lower QCI scores than the low SDI quintile.

Global QCI scores in all age groups were higher in 
2017 than in 1990. The top three highest increases were 
occurred in older than 95, 90–94, and 85–89 age groups, 
with 49, 44, and 38% increase, respectively. Notably, 
this increase was much higher than the global average 
increase of 29% for the all-ages group.

Gender disparity ratio (GDR)
There was considerable gender disparity in quality of 
care for GBBTC in 2017, and Only 33 countries had 
a GDR value between 0.8 and 1.2 in this year (Addi-
tional  File  4). Besides, most countries showed gender 
inequity in favor of men (only 23 countries had GDR 
> 1), and the global GDR was 0.74. The only regions 
with worse quality of care for men than women 
were Eastern and Central Europe regions (GDR was 

Fig. 2 Age‑standardized Quality of Care Index for gallbladder and biliary tract cancer by SDI score of countries in 2017
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1.34 and 1.14, respectively). Conversely, South Asia 
(GDR = 0.34), Andean Latin America (GDR = 0.46), 
and Eastern Sub-Saharan Africa (GDR = 0.51) had 
the worst quality of care scores for women compared 
with men. The countries with the highest gender dis-
parity in favor of women were Slovenia (GDR = 6.07), 
Croatia (GDR = 1.89), Lithuania (GDR = 1.86), Bulgaria 
(GDR = 1.71), and Estonia (GDR = 1.60), which all are 
countries from Eastern and Central Europe regions. The 
highest 13 countries in GDR, of which 11 were Eastern 
and Central European countries, had a GDR more than 
one and a half interquartile range over the third quar-
tile (GDR > 1.11). On the opposite side of the spectrum, 
countries with the highest gender disparity in favor of 
men were Pakistan (GDR = 0.22), India (GDR = 0.36), 
Azerbaijan (GDR = 0.38), Afghanistan (GDR = 0.41), 
and Bolivia (GDR = 0.41). In the 1990–1017 period, 114 
out of 195 countries progressed toward equity, however 

global GDR moved toward inequity (from 0.85 in 1990 
to 0.74 in 2017).

All SDI quintiles showed better quality of care for men 
than women; nevertheless, higher SDI quintiles showed 
much fewer inequities. GDR was 0.88 for high, 0.86 for 
high-middle, 0.75 for middle, 0.42 for low-middle, and 
0.39 for low SDI quintiles (Fig. 5). Only high-middle and 
middle SDI quintiles progressed toward gender equity in 
the 1990–2017 period.

Discussion
Inferring the GBD 2017, we have implemented a novel 
index –QCI- to estimate the quality and accessibility 
of care for patients with GBBTC worldwide. The study 
revealed considerable heterogeneities regarding 2017 
QCI scores and how quickly regions and countries have 
improved since 1990. However, considering all heteroge-
neities among countries, the global QCI score increased 

Fig. 3 Comparison of 1990 and 2017 Age‑standardized Quality of Care Index estimates among countries in different SDI levels
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from 25.9 to 33.5 in 1990–2017. Besides, the QCI showed 
a positive correlation with SDI, along with showing vast 
age and gender disparities.

There were considerable heterogeneities among regions 
and countries regarding 2017 QCI scores and how 
greatly their QCI has increased since 1990. Referring 
to our results, the variable that was significantly corre-
lated with QCI and could create such heterogeneity was 
countries’ developmental status, which is reflected in 
SDI [24]. Accordingly, Regions like High-income North 
America, High-income Asia Pacific, and Western Europe, 
and countries like the USA, Norway, and Spain, which 
have sat ahead along the development spectrum, had 
higher QCI scores in 2017 [25]. Besides, the high per-
cent increase of QCI in Korea, China, and the Maldives 
was a rationale result since these countries are known 
for their striking development in the past few decades 
[25]. This positive correlation between QCI and SDI 
was expected because early diagnosis, high-quality can-
cer surgery, and public care accessibility, which are more 
available in countries with higher SDI, could significantly 
improve QCI scores in the case of GBBTC [17, 18, 30]. In 
concrete, it is proved that GBBTC treatment in a multi-
disciplinary setting at experienced centers increases the 
patients’ overall survival [19]. However, the “less devel-
oped” regions of the world that have the most burden 
of GBBTC suffer from low awareness of cancer, delay in 
seeking treatment in the general population, an inad-
equate number of health care workers, scarce resources, 
and lack of high-quality treatments [18, 31].

Nevertheless, the study also showed a big difference 
in QCI scores among countries at a similar SDI quintile, 
which carries a hoping and a warning message. The hop-
ing one is that the countries that lagged behind could 
improve their QCI score as their frontier counterparts 
with a similar SDI did. However, the warning message is 
that quality of care is not an inevitable effect of countries’ 
development, as we see Poland as a high SDI country 
having QCI scores lower than many of the high-middle 
and middle SDI countries [3]. Budget constraints within 
the health sector and persistent subnational inequalities 
in access to care due to high out-of-pocket payments 
are some reasons for such low quality and accessibil-
ity of care in Poland [32]. However, further detailed and 
case-by-case studies may need to understand why some 
countries are lagging behind in the quality of care despite 
their high developmental status and how they can pursue 
improving quality and accessibility of care.

The 29% rise in QCI of GBBTC in 1990–2017, plus 
projected world’s development and SDI improvement, 
keep hopes alive that the GBBTC mortality will con-
tinue to be declining. This decline would be particularly 
important to achieve one of the health-related sustain-
able development goals, reducing premature mortality 
from non-communicable diseases by one-third by 2030 
[33]. However, the world should be aware of the conse-
quences of population aging and growth, which resulted 
in a 125% increase in GBBTC incidence in 1990–2017 
[13]. Considering projected further growth and aging of 
the world population [34], further notice to quality of 
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care for the disease would be mandatory. Equitable and 
widespread providing of facilities such as sonograms and 
Computed Tomography scanners; along with human 
resources, drugs, and devices for high-quality cancer sur-
gery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy would decrease the 
mortality rate of the disease [18]. Besides, fighting against 
obesity, non-healthy eating patterns, physical inactivity, 
and excessive alcohol drinking are amongst the estab-
lished preventive measures. However, the major burden 
of GBBTC is in the less developed regions of the world 
where have a minimum health expenditure and react to 
problems rather than respond to them. This epidemio-
logical distribution may distract attention to the preven-
tion and quality of care in the countries [18].

Besides having plans that benefit all parts of the health 
system by improving healthcare quality and moving 
toward universal health coverage, countries could launch 
specific programs to improve care quality for GBBTC. 
Having such programs are essential for countries with 

high incidence and mortality from the disease. In this 
regard, some countries should be introduced as role 
models for preventing premature deaths due to GBBTC. 
Chile, a high-middle SDI country with one of the highest 
incidence rates for GBBTC worldwide (14.02 new cases 
per 100,000 in 2017), could be assumed as an example 
[13]. The high incidence in Chile is believed to be majorly 
due to the high prevalence of gallstone disease as the 
strongest risk factor of GBBTC [35, 36]. The Chilean gov-
ernment has created a specific program to facilitate the 
early diagnosis of symptomatic gallstones and provide 
rapid treatment for patients at a higher risk of develop-
ing gallbladder cancer [18, 36]. The 178% increase in QCI 
score for Chile in the 1990–2017 period could be partly 
due to this program, in which one of its main goals is 
decreasing the number of patients with advanced meta-
static GBBTC [37].

The QCI score of GBBTC also showed considerable 
age and gender disparity. The higher QCI for adults 

Fig. 5 Gender Disparity Ratio for Quality of Care Index of the gallbladder and biliary tract cancer by SDI score of countries in 2017
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older than 80 in comparison with adults aged 45 to 80 
could be due to lower years which is lost by death in this 
age group. The lower loss of years decreases YLLs and 
DALYs in proportion to the high age-specific incidence 
and prevalence of GBBTC in the age group [13, 26]. In 
explaining gender disparity showed by the study, GDR 
and SDI did not show considerable correlation (r = 0.32); 
however, countries with higher QCI for women than men 
were majorly from high and high-middle SDI quintiles. 
High GDR in favor of men in low SDI countries could be 
partly justified considering delayed healthcare seeking in 
women due to cultural, socio-economic, and educational 
barriers [38, 39]. This problem is well-documented in 
Pakistan as the country with the highest GDR in favor of 
men, referring to the study results [39, 40]. Other poten-
tial reasons for higher QCI in men than women remained 
unexplained and should be further studied in the future.

Although most of the study results were anticipated, 
an unexpected result was obtained in the 2017 QCI of 
GBBTC for Sweden. The QCI score of this country was 
100 in 1990 but declined to 32 in 2017. Such a decrease 
in QCI happened despite a 46% decline in incidence and 
a 32% decline in mortality of GBBTC in Sweden during 
1990–2017 [26]. The reason was the high mortality to 
incidence proportion (higher than 1) in 2017 GBD data, 
which had been repeated in 2016 and 2015. However, the 
cause of such high mortality to incidence proportion for 
Sweden remained unknown to us.

Another notable result was the USA which had the 
highest QCI in 2017. Considering disparities in insur-
ance coverage, access to care, and health costs in the US, 
the result was not expected for us [41–44]. However, the 
top care quality in the US for individuals who have good 
access and insurance choice may mask the shortcomings 
and disparities. A closer assessment of this country in the 
subnational and ethnic levels may be necessary to show 
the strengths and shortcomings that led to the result.

The study was also subject to some limitations. First, 
the study’s data was derived from GBD 2017; therefore, 
any GBD 2017 study limitations are also applicable here 
[45, 46]. Second, QCI does not capture all aspects of 
healthcare quality. For instance, QCI does not represent 
estimates for subnational level quality and inequalities; 
however, the inequality within countries could spark 
constructive debates on resource allocation by health 
systems. Therefore, providing more detailed data that 
include subnational levels would be a focus of efforts in 
future works. As the third limitation, a lead-time bias 
occurs when countries with different screening sched-
ules and protocols for gallbladder cancer are compared, 
and a country detects the disease at an earlier time point 
and has a falsely increased overall survival due to the 

bias. In the QCI methodology, YLD is affected by the 
bias, and DALY is minimally affected due to the small 
share of YLD in DALY in GBBTC. The bias should be 
considered and corrected in future studies [47]. As the 
fourth limitation, there is a lack of data on the interven-
tion coverage in GBBTC patients in many countries of 
the world. Therefore, it was not possible to incorporate 
intervention coverage into the QCI estimations on qual-
ity of care, and incorporating the variables would be 
the subject of future researches. Despite these limita-
tions, QCI presents a holistic view regarding the quality 
of care for many types of diseases based on geographi-
cal distribution, sex, and age groups. In terms of valid-
ity, the QCI showed an acceptable correlation with the 
Healthcare Access and Quality (HAQ) index previously 
implemented to assess the quality of care for some death 
causes [3, 6]. Besides, QCI might have some unique fea-
tures that were not offered by the HAQ index. First, the 
HAQI uses the mortality from 32 amenable causes of 
death as a proxy for the healthcare quality of the whole 
health system. In contrast, QCI assesses the quality of 
care for each disease apart, which makes a judgment 
about the quality of care more case-by-case and straight-
forward. This feature enables to determine different 
countries’ performance and strategies encountering each 
health problem. However, the disease-specific approach 
in QCI and its methodology do not allow to compare the 
quality of care for different diseases within countries. As 
the second unique feature and unlike HAQI, QCI cap-
tured estimates for quality of care in different sex groups 
and GBD regions, which enabled better interpreting dis-
crepancies in care quality.

Conclusion
Here, an objective assessment of care quality for GBBTC 
patients has been provided, which could be used to com-
pare healthcare systems in providing facilities for GBBTC 
patients in terms of early diagnosis, patient care and 
treatment, and care accessibility. The considerable differ-
ence in QCI and GDR among countries, even countries 
at a similar SDI quintile, shows that progress remains to 
be made for QCI and filling inequity gaps. Even in coun-
tries having almost similar income levels, the disadvan-
tage of one race, ethnicity, gender or gender identity, 
class, and sexual orientation, and the unequal allocation 
of power and resources, including goods, services, and 
societal attention can hinder progress toward quality of 
care. To achieve quality, health systems should invest in 
new skills, facilities, and equipment, as well as maintain 
their existing infrastructures. Moreover, the balanced 
investment must be maintained over time and between 
different geographical areas.
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